NOTES
In 1992, the State of Georgia convicted Akintunde Taofik Animashaun of two counts of criminal forgery. 1 Both of Anim.ashaun's crimes resulted from-actions he took as part of a plan to steal some furniture. First, Animashaun completed an instant credit application at a furniture store using a false identity. 1\vo days later, he arrived at the store's warehouse to pick up the furniture and presented a receipt with the forged signature. These actions supported convictions for two separate crimes: for forgery on the credit application, and for forgery on the delivery receipt.2
Because Animashaun was a native and citizen of Nigeria who had entered the United States in 1981 as a student, his two crimes enabled the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to institute deportation proceedings against him on its authority to deport aliens who commit multiple crimes. 3 Although Animashaun had become a permanent resident after marrying an American citizen, 1. See Animashaun v. INS, 990 F.2d 234 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 557 (1993) . The Fifth Circuit's opinion recites all of the facts that are discussed in the text 2. The Fifth Circuit's opinion does not explain the exact relationship between the receipt and the credit application. The full discussion in the opinion reads: "On August 11, Animashaun completed an instant credit application at a furniture store using a false identity; on August 13, Animashaun arrived at the store's warehouse to take delivery of that furniture by presenting the receipt with the forged signature." Animashaun, 990 F.2d at 237. It appears that the "receipt" was a copy of the "application" that Animashaun had previously filled out, such that it constituted a second forgery because it was another presentation of a forged signature.
3. Immigration and Nationality Act § 241(a)(2)(A)(ii), 8 U.S.C. § 125l(a)(2)(A)(ii) (Supp. II 1990). Tue Attorney General is principally responsible for enforcing and administering the immigration laws. See THOMAS ALEXANDER ALEINIKOFF & DAVID A. MARTIN, IMMIGRATION PROCESS AND PouCY 101 (2d ed. 1991). These laws dictate which aliens, under what conditions, can immigrate to the United States, id. at 119, and when they can be deported, id. at 498. The Attorney General has delegated most of the responsibility for enforcing and administering the immigration Jaws to the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) . Id. at 101.
The INS performs a variety of immigration-related tasks dealing with enforcement, service, and adjudication. Id. at 102-04. Deportation is one of the INS's enforcement functions; it removes an alien from the United States. Id. at 475. The immigration Jaws provide various grounds by which the INS can impose this process on an alien. For example, the INS may deport an alien if she misrepresented material facts on her immigration application or if she has committed certain crimes while legally residing in the United States. 8 U.S.C. § 1251 (Supp. II 1990); see also ALEINIKOFF & MARTIN, supra, at 498-543. 1105 (Vol. 93:1105 he remained an alien subject to the immigration laws. The legal authority for Animashaun's deportation derived from section 241(a)(2)(A)(ii) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, which authorizes the INS to deport legal resident aliens who are convicted of "two or more crimes involving moral turpitude."4
The deportation provision provides an exception, however, for those aliens who commit multiple crimes "arising out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct. " 5 Relying on a recent Ninth Circuit opinion 6 that interprets this exception to cover multiple crimes that an alien plans and executes together as part of a single plan, Animashaun argued that his convictions fell within the exception because both of. his crimes arose from his single plan to steal furniture. The INS disagreed, contending that the exception applies only when an alien's multiple crimes arise out of a single act.
At a deportation hearing,7 an immigration judge agreed with the INS's single-act interpretation and held that Animashaun's crimes did not fall within the exception.s Animashaun appealed to the To initiate a deportation proceeding, an INS officer files an order to show cause with the office of the local immigration judge and serves the order on the affected alien. This order, which requires the alien to show why she should not be deported, explains the deportation proceeding and infonns the alien of the statutory and factual grounds for deportation. Id. at 543. The inu¢gration judge presides over deportation hearings and decides whether to order tennination, grant pennanent residence, or order deportation. Id. at 543. 8. The INS does not adjudicate most immigration issues; instead, a separate umbrella organization within the Department of Justice, the Executive Office of Immigration Review (EOIR), contains other adjudicative bodies that hear most immigration disputes. 8 C.F.R. § 3.l(a)(l) (1994) . The Department of Justice segregated these adjudicators -the immigration judges, the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA), and the Administrative Appeals Unit (AAU) -from the INS in an effort to separate the enforcement and the adjudication of Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) 9 which affirmed the immigration judge's decision. The BIA adopted the INS's view that crimes arise out of a single scheme only when they are the consequence of a single act:
When an alien performs an act that in and of itself constitutes a complete, individual, and distinct crime, he is deportable when he again commits such an act, even though one may closely follow the other, be similar in character, and even be part of an overall plan of criminal misconduct. 10 The BIA reasoned that Animashaun's crimes did not fall within the single-scheme exception because they "were two complete, individual, and distinct acts" 11 -namely, the two· different instances of presenting a false name.
On appeal to the Fifth Circuit, 12 Animashaun again challenged the BIA's single-act interpretation of the single-scheme exception, but the Fifth Circuit concluded that it had no choice but to adopt 9. Aliens found to be deportable at an initial deportation hearing have the right to appeal to the Attorney General. 8 C.F.R. § 242.21 (1994). The Attorney General set up the BIA as a multimember body to review these appeals. Although the BIA has existed since 1940, it has never been authorized by statute and exists only because of regulations promulgated by the Attorney General. 8 C.F.R. § 3.l(a)(l) (1994); see also 11. Animashaun, 990 F.2d at 236. 12. Section 106(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act establishes federal judicial review of deportation orders. 8 U.S.C. § 1105a(a) (Supp. II 1990). The statute provides that the procedure established by the Hobbs Act, codifie9 at 28 U.S.C. ch. 158, shall be the exclusive procedure for review of deportation orders. The Hobbs Act governs judicial review of several other administrative agencies, including the Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Maritime Commission, and the Interstate Commerce Commission. See 28 U.S.C. § § 2341-51 (1988). This Act vests the power of review in the federal appellate, rather than district, courts. ALEINIKOFF & MARTIN, supra note 3, at 862. These courts are required to uphold the Board's fact findings if they are supported by "reasonable, substantial, and probative evidence." 8 U.S.C. § 1105a(a)(4) (1988).
[Vol. 93:1105 the BIA's "single-act" test.13 The court explained that because the meaning of the statute was ambiguous, the landmark Supreme Court case of Chevron, Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 14 required the court to defer to the BIA's view. In Chevron, the Supreme Court announced that a federal court applying an ambiguous statute must defer to any reasonable interpretation adopted by the agency atlministering the statute. Courts have generally referred to this rule as having two steps: At step one, a court determines whether the statute clearly answers the interpretive question at issue. If the statute is unambiguous, the court will give effect to the statute's clear meaning. But if the statute is ambiguous, the court moves on to step two: determining whether the agency's interpretation of the statute is reasonable and permissible. Chevron requires courts to defer to reasonable agency interpretations of ambiguous statutes. 15 Applying the Chevron rule to the Animashaun case, the Fifth Circuit concluded that it had to defer to the BIA's "single-act" test, and it affirmed Animashaun's deportation order. 1 6 Other circuits, however, have interpreted the single-scheme exception differently and refused to defer to the BIA's interpretation. Instead of focusing on whether the multiple crimes arise from a single act, these courts focus on the alien's state of mind. In applying their interpretations of the exception, the Second, Third, and Ninth Circuits ask whether the alien's crimes were planned together and executed as part of a single plan. 11 The First Circuit asks a slightly different question -whether the alien had sufficient time to reflect between the commission of the two crimes to change his mind and halt his course of criminal misconduct. 1 B None of these courts that 13 . This Note applies the two-step Chevron analysis to the singlescheme exception and argues that courts should reject the BIA's single-act test. In applying Chevron, this Note uses the narrow controversy over the proper interpretation of the single-scheme exception as a window on the larger ambiguity that plagues the Supreme Court's Chevron jurisprudence. This Note suggests an answer to a broader issue that has remained unclear under the Supreme Court's precedents: how courts should review agency interpretations at Chevron's second step. Part I discusses the text and legislative history of the single-scheme exception and surveys how courts have interpreted the exception, explaining the three competing approaches: the single-act test, the single-plan test, and the time-toreftect test.
To determine how courts should apply Chevron to the BIA's choice among these tests, Part II focuses on what courts examine at each of Chevron's two steps. This Part first explains the numerous criteria the Supreme Court has employed under Chevron's first step in deciding whether a statute clearly answers an interpretive controversy. Then it addresses the broader question on which the Supreme Court has provided little explicit guidance: what courts should do at Chevron's step two. Part II argues that although courts have often engaged in cursory review of agency interpretations at Chevron's second step, the rationale of Chevron and a careful review of the Supreme Court's case law on deference to agency interpretations of statutes support a more rigorous standard of review. This Part concludes by providing an appropriate structure for judicial review at Chevron's step two.
Part ID applies this understanding of Chevron's two steps to conclude that courts should not defer to the BIA's single-act test. This Part first argues that the ordinary meaning of "single scheme" embraces the single-plan test. But even if the meaning of the exception were ambiguous, this Part concludes that courts should reject the BIA's single-act test at Chevron's step two -as an unreasonable and impermissible reading of the statute.
I. APPROACHES To INTERPRETING THE SINGLE-SCHEME EXCEPTION
This Part describes the background to the controversy over interpreting the single-scheme exception. Section I.A examines how the text and legislative history of the exception leave the meaning of "single scheme" unclear. Section I.B des·cribes the approaches taken by the BIA and the different courts in defining the exception. [Vol. 93:1105 
A. The Text and Legislative History of the Exception
Section 241(a)(2)(A)(ii) of the Immigration and Nationality Act permits the INS to deport an alien who commits two or more crimes of moral turpitude, but it creates an exception for aliens whose multiple crimes arise out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct.19 The section provides:
Any alien who at any time after entry is convicted of two or more crimes involving moral turpitude, not arising out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct, regardless of whether confined therefor and regardless of whether the convictions were in a single trial, is deportable.20
Congress gave no explicit guidance regarding how this exception should be understood. The Act's "definitions" section, while thorough, does not define single scheme of criminal misconduct, 2 1 nor does the legislative history shed any light on the intent of Congress in drafting this provision. 22 The House Report advises merely that 19. 8 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(2)(A)(ii) (Supp. II 1990). The Immigration and Nationality Act authorizes the INS to deport aliens for several other reasons. The INS may deport five broad classes of aliens: (1) aliens who were excludable at the time they entered the country or who have violated or adjusted their status since entering the country in such a way as to become deportable (e.g., by smuggling illegal aliens into the United States or by failing to maintain employment); (2) aliens who have committed "criminal offenses," with different rules governing aliens with a single criminal conviction, multiple convictions (the subject of this Note), aggravated felonies, controlled substances, firearm felonies, and other miscellaneous crimes; (3) aliens who fail to register or provide a change of address to the Attorney General as required by the Act or who have engaged in document fraud; (4) aliens who are deportable on security and related grounds (e.g., aliens who endanger national security or who engage in terrorist activity); and (5) aliens who, within five years of entry, have become "public charges." 8 U. 
B. Three Different Interpretations
The different immigration, district, and circuit courts that have considered Section 241(a)(2)(A)(ii) have interpreted the singlescheme exception in different ways. Although the courts' opinions are often imprecise and unclear, these interpretations can be grouped into three competing approaches: the "single-act" test, the "single-plan" test, and the "time-to-reflect" test. The single-act test asks whether the nature of the crimes essentially makes them one act. The single-plan test looks to whether the alien planned the entire program of criminal misconduct at a single time before the crimes. The time-to-reflect test focuses on whether the alien had sufficient time between the commission of the crimes to reflect upon them and change her mind.
The Nature of the Crimes: The Single-Act Test
Although the scope of the BIA's definition of section 241's single-scheme exception is not entirely clear,25 its single-act test appears to focus on the nature of the alien's crimes to determine whether they are sufficiently related that they essentially constitute one act. As evidenced by the Animashaun case, at its most restrictive this test requires that all the crimes be traceable to a single physical act. The BIA explained this test in a recent decision, In re Adetiba: 26 [W]hen an alien has performed an act, which, in and of itself constitutes a complete, individual, and distinct crime, he is deportable when he again commits such an act, even though one may closely follow the statute was gentler to aliens does not help to determine how much more restrictive the new statute was intended to be. Thus, the vast majority of courts have not relied on this idea to support their reasoning in defining the exception. But see Costello, 311 F.2d at 348, in which the Second Circuit rejected the notion that a single-scheme should be defined as a "common ..
• plan" in part because "there is no denying the fact that the Congress by the 1952 Act intended to make it easier rather than more difficult to deport aliens who were recurrent criminals." However, the Costello court acknowledged that this was mere dictum, observing This language suggests that the BIA believes that Congress created the single-scheme exception to ensure that crimes that were merely two different aspects of the same physical act of wrongdoing would not count as two crimes for purposes of deportation. Under this narrow conception of the exception, it does not matter whether the crimes are similar in nature, close in time, or part of the same plan; so long as they can be traced to two separate physical acts, they fall outside the exception. The BIA elaborated on this interpretation by providing an example that a single scheme occurs when an alien both possesses and passes a counterfeit bill.28 The BIA apparently considers this to be a single scheme because an alien is guilty of both these crimes when he performs the single physical act of passing the counterfeit bill.
A Prior Conceived Program: The Single-Plan Test
The Second, Third, and Ninth Circuits have read the singlescheme exception to require a court to determine whether there was a moment prior to the crimes when the alien conceived of a single coherent plan embracing all of her crimes. 2 9 The Ninth Circuit recently described this test in Gonzalez-Sandoval v. INS, 3 0 explaining that where the evidence "shows that the two predicate 27. Adetiba, 1992WL195812, at *l (citations omitted). There is some ambiguity in this language, however, and perhaps the BIA could reread this definition to create a "singleepisode" test that would cover more multiple-crime situations than the restrictive "singleact" test But the BIA has not articulated any separate test to determine when multiple crimes arise from a single episode. Therefore, given that Adetiba's narrow language requires that the crimes to result from a single physical act and given the stringent application of this language in the Animashaun case, this Note takes the BIA's test as it has been applied. But see infra notes 133-41 and accompanying text (describing other ways the BIA has previously interpreted the exception).
28. In re D, 5 I & N Dec. 728, 730 (BIA 1954). The BIA has also inexplicably provided as an example the case of an alien who breaks and enters a store with the intent to commit larceny and, in connection with that criminal act, also commits an assault with a deadly weapon. We would not wish, however, to be thought to subscribe to the views expressed in the cases [supporting the single-plan test] ... nor would it seem reasonable to suppose that the Congress intended to grant immunity from deportation to those who over a period of time pursued a course of criminal misconduct, involving numerous successive, separate crimes, consummated at different times but in the same manner, or with the same associates, or even by the use of the same fraudulent devices, disguises, tools or weapons. Nor, in the case of successive bank robberies ... would it seem that these could be said to have arisen out of a single rather than two separate schemes of criminal misconduct, simply because the robbers, prior to the first robbery, had in mind and had discussed the robbery of the second bank .. These courts have clarified that to satisfy this single-plan test a plan must be a coherent, premeditated design embracing all of the alien's future crimes. For example, the Second Circuit in Nason explained how an alien's vague intentions did not rise to the level of a plan:
Petitioner's nebulous intention to repeat his crime ... some day in the indefinite future, will not bridge the gap of nine months [between the crimes]. The word 'scheme' implies a specific, more or less articulated and coherent plan or program of future action, much more than a vague, indeterminate expectation to repeat a prior criminal modus operandi. As used in the statute, 'scheme' is not to be construed as an abstract concept or strategy capable of future application at any time and any place, but planned definitely for none.3s
The Ninth Circuit cited Nason in adopting this strict definition of plan in a recent case, Leon-Hernandez v. INS. 39 In Leon-Hernandez, an alien who was convicted of two acts of sexual misconduct with a minor argued that his crimes arose from a single scheme because both crimes resulted from his ongoing relationship with the minor whom he believed to be his girlfriend. The court rejected this relationship as sufficient to constitute a single scheme, because Leon-Hernandez did not show that the crimes were executed according to any considered plan .... At the very most [the evidence of his relationship with the minor] implies only that Leon-Hernandez had, at some time, a "nebulous intention to repeat his crime with the same ... victim[ ] some day in the indefinite future." In the absence of evidence of a more conscious, coherent "plan or program of future action," the BIA's determination that Leon-Hernandez's crimes did not arise from a single scheme of criminal misconduct is reasonable. 4 0 These cases demonstrate that although defendants may allege that their crimes were carried out pursuant to a single plan, courts require more than mere vague or continuing criminal intentions to satisfy the single-plan test.
Much of the case law explaining the scope of this test concerns what evidence the INS must present in order to meet its burden of showing that the alien's crimes did not arise out of a single scheme.41 The practical effect of the single-plan test has been de-(observing that all the acts and transactions described in the indictment were closely "connected together" constituting the "parts" of one "scheme and plan").
38 It may be that in some cases the proof of the commission of two crimes may by the very nature of the crimes themselves, or the time or circumstances of their commission, be reasonable, substantial and probative evidence that they did not arise out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct.42
Several courts since Wood have considered the nature, circumstances, and timing of the crimes to determine whether they arose out of a single scheme. The courts considering this type of circumstantial evidence have generally held that the government failed to carry its burden where the alien's crimes were similar in nature and committed within a short time of each other. For example, in Wood, the defendant alien had committed two similar robberies with the same three cohorts within three days of each other, and the evidence showed that the defendant had agreed with his co-defendants to commit these crimes at one meeting prior to the crimes. 43 The Wood court held that, given the similar nature and circumstances of the two crimes and in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the government had failed to meet its burden of showing that the alien's crimes did not arise out of a single scheme. 44 Similarly in Gonzalez-Sandoval v. INS, 45 the state of California convicted Gonzalez-Sandoval of two bank robberies. 46 Because he robbed the same bank twice within three days and because he testified that he conceived of both crimes simultaneously as part of a single plan, the Ninth Circuit reversed the BIA's deportation orthe issue of evidentiary sufficiency. The introduction of the conviction records alone is not necessarily sufficient to meet the government's burden."). The BIA has accepted that the government has the burden of proving that the alien's crimes did not arise from a single scheme. In re Pataki, 15 der. 47 In the absence of any contrary evidence to rebut GonzalezSandoval's testimony and the fact that the crimes were within two days of each other and directed against the same bank, the court held that the government had failed to prove that the crimes did not arise out of a single plan.48 On the other hand, courts applying the single-plan test have held that where the nature and circumstances of the alien's crimes differ and especially where the crimes are separated by a substantial period of time, this evidence alone will satisfy the INS's burden to show that the crimes did not arise out of a single scheme. For example, in LeToumeur v. INS, 4 9 where an alien's two robberies involved different companions and different stolen goods, the court held that, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the government had met its burden to show that the crimes did not arise out of a single scheme.so . The factor most often used by the government to show the absence of a single scheme is that a large span of time intervened between the two crimes. Such a large time gap has been held to carry the government's burden even where the two crimes are similar in nature. For example, the Second and Ninth Circuits have agreed that two fraudulent tax returns filed in two successive years presumptively do not arise out of a single scheme.s 1 Courts have also relied on such large time gaps to overcome both evidence that the crimes were similar in nature and the alien's allegation that he executed them pursuant to a single plan. For example, in both Nason and Leon-Hernandez v. INs,s 2 the courts held that the government had met its burden of proof in part due to the long time interval between the crimes, despite evidence regarding the similar-47. Gonzalez ity of the crimes and despite the aliens' contentions that the crimes were pursuant to a single plan.53
Mental State During Commission: The Time-to-Reflect Test
In Pacheco v. INS 54 the First Circuit formulated a slightly different interpretation of the single scheme exception by focusing exclusively on the time that passes between the two crimes and whether this time was sufficient to permit the alien to change her mind about her criminal misconduct:
[A] scheme, to be a "single scheme," must take place at one time; there must be no[] substantial interruption that would allow the participant to disassociate himself from his enterprise and reflect on what he has done .... . . . [B] oth the purpose of the statute and the use of the adjective "single" point to a temporally integrated episode of continuous activity. When the immediate activity has ended, even though a 'scheme' calls for future activity a participant has his second chance to make a decision. He need not further pursue a multistage scheme. 55 The First Circuit's test is similar to the single-plan test in that it focuses both on the circumstances of the crime and on the defendant's state of mind. But, under the First Circuit's test, a court looks to the defendant's state of mind between the commission of the crimes, not before them. If the defendant has sufficient time to change her mind, the crimes do not arise out of a single scheme.
The First Circuit has twice applied this test. In Pacheco, the court held that the defendant's two separate acts of attempted burglary against a restaurant and a church within three days did not arise out of a single scheme, despite the defendant's arguments that the two break-ins resulted from a single prolonged period of drunkenness, that the time interval between them was brief, and that his technique and companions were the same in both crimes. 56 In Ba-53. Nason, 394 F.2d at 225 {holding that there was no single scheme despite the defendant's contention "that except for the use of a different fictitious name, the crimes in every other respect were identical: his intent and purpose were the same, as was his mode of operation; the merchandise ordered was of a similar type and the victims in both cases were publishing houses and various New York department stores."); In Chevron, the Supreme Court established a two-step test for courts to apply in reviewing the interpretation of a statute by an administrative agency. 64 At step one, a reviewing court must determine whether the statute is ambiguous with regard to the precise question at hand -that is, whether the statute evidences a specific congressional intent on how to interpret this particular issue. the Court has frequently looked to a statute's "structure" or to "the statute, as a whole" to help find a clear expression of congressional intent in one of the statute's particular provisions.1 2 Also, the Court has relied on the legislative history73 and canons of construction74 to determine the clarity of congressional intent. Thus the case law makes clear that the Court's inquiry at step one has developed into something akin to the conventional judicial search for the meaning of a statute by relying on the traditional tools of statutory construction.1s But this search for a clear intent differs from conventional statutory interpretation in that the Court is not attempt- ing to discover the best reading of a statutory provision, but whether the statutory provision evidences a clear intent.
It remains uncertain exactly how much clarity is necessary for a statute to satisfy step one, because the Court has described this inquiry in a variety of ways. Although Chevron required a court to find that a statute "clearly" showed that Congress "had an intention on the precise question at issue" in order to find a statute unambiguous,76 subsequent opinions have reformulated this requirement to demand a less exacting expression of congressional intent. The Court has asked merely whether the statute is "ambiguous" or "unclear,"77 or whether the statute has a "plain meaning."78 Rather than rejecting deference, as Chevron did, by holding that a statute displays a clear congressional intent on the precise question in dispute, subsequent opinions have rejected deference because the agency's interpretation was "strained" and "inconsistent" with the statute's "express language;" 7 9 because the agency's view was not an "accurate or reasonable interpretation" of the statute;8° because a "common sense" or "natural reading" of the statute was contrary to the agency's interpretation;8 1 or because an agency's interpretation was "at odds with the plain language of the statute itself." 82 The trend thus seems to be toward finding that if one reading of the statute is clearly the most plausible candidate, then the statute is clear. Commentators have confirmed that in applying such a standard, courts more readily find statutory clarity at step one. For example, Professor Cass Sunstein has observed that in many cases the Supreme Court has held that congressional intent is clear even though the statute is sufficiently ambiguous to permit several plausible readings. 83 Such opinions often generate stinging dissents that invoke Chevron's deference rule.84 As a consequence of opening up the inquiry at step one to include a wide range of traditional methods of statutory interpretation, the Court has made it easier to find a sufficiently clear intent in statutes to reject deference to the agency's interpretations. It would seem to require a great deal of ambiguity to fail Chevron's first step.85
B. Understanding Step Two: When an Agency Interpretation is Unreasonable or Impermissible
The second step of the Chevron test has been the agencyfriendly branch of the Chevron case law. From 1984 through 1992, the Supreme Court affirmed every agency interpretation that made it to step two. 86 Recently, however, the Court has begun to reject agency interpretations as unacceptable at Chevron's second step.87 Overall, there has been little explicit guidance from the Courtss as to how courts should structure their application of Chevron's step In a law review article, Justice Scalia also observed that his method of statutory interpretation will often find that statutes have a clear meaning: "One who finds more often (as I do) that the meaning of a statute is apparent from its text and from its relationship with other laws, thereby finds less often that the triggering requirement for Chevron deference exists. It is thus relatively rare that Chevron will require me to accept an interpretation which, though reasonable, I would not personally adopt." Scalia, supra note 70, at 521. 83, 96 (1994) ("Regardless of whether a reviewing court is deferential or active, once it reaches step two it rarely reverses an agency interpretation as unreasonable.'').
Professor Merrill has examined the rationales behind
87. See infra notes 91-94 and accompanying text (discussing recent Supreme Court precedents rejecting agency interpretations at Chevron's step two).
88. See Merrill, supra note 85, at 993 (observing that "the Court has not given much consideration to step two at any time throughout the post-Chevron period ... [and] the frequency declined even further between the earlier and later periods"); Sunstein, supra note 83, at 2104 ("The Supreme Court has given little explicit guidance for determining when interpretations will be found reasonable. In most of the cases rejecting an agency's view, the Court has relied on the first step of Chevron, finding an explicit congressional decision on the point.''). In a panel discussion, Judge Stephen F. Williams questioned whether step two offered any restriction on an agency's interpretations: "When would an agency fail [the steptwo] test? Only when it would flunk the laugh t~st at the Kennedy School of Public Policy?" Jones et al., supra note 75, at 124. But see infra section 11.B.1-2 (mining the Supreme Court's case law for relevant factors to be considered at step two).
two to determine when an agency,s interpretation is unreasonable or impermissible.89
This section, however, suggests a theory of judicial review at Chevron's step two, by building on the text and logic of the Chevron opinion and on a careful review of the Supreme Coures other precedents regarding judicial deference to agency interpretations of statutes. Section II.B.1 argues that an interpretation is "unreasonable,, if it strays too far from the natural meaning of the words used in the statutory text and if it is not supported by reasoned deliberation. Section Il.B.2 argues that "permissible,, interpretations only include those readings supported by Chevron's rationales for deference. This section argues that Chevron itself, as well as other Supreme Court case law, indicate that courts should look to factors like agency expertise and consistency of interpretation to determine whether Congress intended courts to defer to the agency interpretation at issue.
Reasonableness
The starting point for the step-two inquiry remains the statutory text. The court has already scrutinized the text alone and found that it does not display a sufficiently clear congressional intent to establish authoritatively one particular interpretation. At step two, the court proceeds to compare the most ordinary and natural meaning of the text to the interpretation advanced by the administrative agency. The statutory text thus acts as a continuing constraint on an agency,s interpretive discretion at step two. "Reasonableness,, thus requires an agency interpretation to be properly within its delegated policymaking power because the statute,s text embodies the boundaries of the agency,s policymaking discretion as established by Congress. Without this constraint, an agency could interpret statutes in ways utterly at odds with the congressional intent embodied in the statute,s text. Courts reviewing agency interpretations of ambiguous statutes at Chevron's step two should apply its reasonableness requirement to enforce the boundaries represented by an even ambiguous statutory text to maintain the agency,s fidelity to congressional will.90 89. Chevron described the types of agency interpretations that would fail at step two alternatively-using the terms unreasonable and impermissible without providing any independent content to either term. See Chevron, 461 U.S. at 866. This section, however, proposes a standard of judicial review at step two that gives independent meaning to each term.
90. In fact, the Supreme Court's delegation doctrine requires that Congress provide an "intelligible principle" in statutes that delegate policymaking power to administrative agen- Also, an agency interpretation is "reasonable" only if the agency explains its interpretation of a statute in a rational and sensible way. Assuring that agencies engage in reasoned deliberation is a traditional justification for judicial review of agency action.9s Moreover, this component of the step two inquiry is supported by both Chevron and the cases preceding it. In holding that the EPA's construction of the Clean Air Act passed step two, the Chevron Court justified this conclusion in part by observing that the "agency considered the matter in a detailed and reasoned fashion. " 96 This requirement that agency interpretations be well-reasoned to merit deference from a reviewing court was a common factor that courts considered in reviewing agencies ' 865 (1984) . The Court explicitly relied on the agency's reasoned deliberation as one of three reasons (along with the fact that the statute involved a technical policy issue and that the interpretation required the reconciliation of competing policy objectives) for its holding that the ambiguous statutory provision satisfied step two: "In these cases, the Administrator's interpretation represents a reasonable accommodation of manifestly competing interests and is entitled to deference: the regulatory scheme is technical and complex, the agency considered the matter in a detailed and reasoned fashion, and the decision involves reconciling conflicting policies." 467 U.S. at 865 (footnotes omitted).
97. 323 U.S. 134 (1944) .
[Vol. 93:1105 pended on "the thoroughness evident in its consideration, the validity of its reasoning, its consistency with earlier and later pronouncements, and all those factors which give it power to persuade, if lacking power to control."98 2. Permissibility If an agency's interpretation of a statute is reasonable, courts must next look to whether Chevron's rationale for deference applies. Chevron justifies its presumption of deference to agency interpretations on the rationale that Congress implicitly delegates interpretive authority to an agency because the agency is a better policymaker in the face of statutory ambiguity than a court.99 The Supreme Court's cases both before and after Chevron have consistently looked to two additional factors to help determine when an agency interpretation is probably the result of a legislative delegation of policymaking power and thus deserves deference: the presence of a particular agency expertise and agency interpretations that are longstanding and consistent. ·
The importance of technical expertise as a factor that legitimates an agency's interpretation at step two is evident from the 99. Chevron, 461 U.S. at 844-45 ("Sometimes the legislative delegation to an agency on a particular question is implicit rather than explicit.
•.
• ['The agency decision] here is a reasonable policy choice for the agency to make."). As the Court explained:
[A]n agency to which Congress has delegated policy-making responsibilities may, within the limits of that delegation, properly rely U(>On the incumbent administration's views of wise policy to inform its judgments .... LI]t is entirely appropriate for [the Executive Branch] to make such policy choices -resolving the competing interests which Congress itself either inadvertently did not resolve, or intentionally left to be resolved by the agency charged with the administration of the statute in light of everyday realities.
When a challenge to an agency construction of a statutory provision .
•• really centers on the wisdom of the agency's policy ••• the challenge must fail. In such a case, federal judges -who have no constituency -have a duty to respect legitimate policy choices made by those who do. The responsibilities for assessing the wisdom of such policy choices and resolving the struggle between competing views of the public interest are not judicial ones •••• 467 U.S. at 865-66; see also Jones et al. supra note 75, at 130 (In which Judge Williams observed that " [Chevron] reminds us that where the texts provide no serious guidance, 'interpretation' is really policy choice, and that this belongs with the politically responsible."); Richard J. Pierce, Chevron and its Aftermath: Judicial Review of Agency Interpretations of Statutory Provisions, 41 VAND. L. REv. 301, 305-07 (1988) ("When a court 'interprets' imprecise, ambiguous, or conflicting statutory language in a particular manner, the court is resolving a policy issue ..•. Like a court, an agency frequently makes policy when it interprets ambiguous or imprecise terms in the statute that grants the agency its legal powers .••• Once a court realizes that it is reviewing an agency's resolution of a policy issue ..• comparative institutional analysis demonstrates that the agency is a more appropriate institution than a court to resolve the controversy.").
Chevron opinion itself. In Chevron, the Court held that the EPA's interpretation of the Clean Air Act satisfied step two in part because it involved a "regulatory scheme [that] is technical and complex .... "1°0 This focus on technical expertise has much support in the history of Supreme Court precedents according deference to agency interpretations of statutes.101
Similarly, the importance of an agency's longstanding and consistent interpretation of a statute was regularly considered in the Supreme Court's cases before Chevron.10 2 Moreover, this factor has been perhaps the most frequently cited justification since Chevron, supporting the Court's approval of agency interpretations at step two. 103 In a 1993 case, the Court explicitly stated the importance of this factor in affecting the rigor of judicial review at step two: "[T]he consistency of an agency's position is a factor in assessing the weight that position is due. As we have stated, '[a]n agency interpretation of a relevant provision which conflicts with the agency's earlier interpretation is 'entitled to considerably less deference' than a consistently held agency view.' " 1 04 Thus this Note offers a theory of Chevron's step two that instructs courts to look at four factors: the extent to which the agency interpretation stretches [Vol. 93:1105 too far from the statutory text, the agency's reasoning, the presence of agency expertise, and how longstanding and consistent the agency's interpretation has been. Such a multi-factor approach at step two is supported by the Supreme Court's cases predating Chevron, by Chevron itself, and by the cases since Chevron.1os
ill. APPLYING CHEVRONTO THE SINGLE-SCHEME EXCEPTION This Part takes the understanding of Chevron developed in Part II and applies it to the controversy over the proper definition of the single-scheme exception, concluding that courts should reject the BIA's single-act test. It provides two alternative arguments to reach this conclusion. Section III.A argues that the text of the single-scheme exception embodies a clear congressional intent to apply the single-plan test. Section III.B then argues that, even if the 105. Before Chevron, the Supreme Court lacked a single doctrine that governed how courts should review agencies' statutory interpretations. See Merrill, supra note 85, at 972. Instead courts engaged in a case-by.case determination of when to defer to a given agency and when not to defer. In 1976, Judge Henry Friendly described the ad hoc character of the case law, observing that "two lines of Supreme Court decisions on this subject . They have never been explicitly incorporated into Chevron's two-part test, and Justice Scalia, for one, has argued that such factors are now irrelevant to a court's decision whether to defer because Chevron replaced the multi-factor decision on deference with a broad presumption that courts must defer to an agency's statutory interpretations unless deference is inappropriate under either of Chevron's two steps. See Scalia, supra note 70, at 517, 521 (arguing that under Chevron, "there is no longer any justification for giving 'special' deference to 'longstanding and consistent' agency interpretations of law •••• [T]hose concepts are no longer relevant, or no longer relevant in the same way."). Justice Breyer, on the other hand, in an article written when he was an appellate judge, explicitly counseled in favor of continuing use of these "deference factors," as a guide to when to defer to an agency's view. exception does not demonstrate that Congress clearly intended to apply the single-plan test, courts should reject the BIA's single-act test as an unreasonable and impermissible reading of the statute.
A.
Step One Applied to the Single-Scheme Exception Section II.A concluded that a court can use its traditional tools of statutory construction at Chevron's step one in determining whether a statutory provision is ambiguous. A broad inquiry employing these tools indicates that the single-scheme exception clearly embraces the single-plan test. Specifically, the statutory text's plain meaning and an established canon of construction in immigration law seem to require that courts adopt the single-plan test.
The Ordinary Meaning of "Scheme"
The word scheme has a natural and ordinary meaning. A scheme is a plan, and especially a plan that involves a coherent set of related parts. The American Heritage Dictionary defines a "scheme" as Thus the natural and ordinary meaning of scheme combines two ideas. The primary idea is of a conscious plan or design. Such a plan or design requires a certain forward-looking conceptual state of mind on the part of the planner. The second idea is that this design involves related, coherent parts that are systematic and or- derly, like a chart or diagram. These two ideas combine into a scheme when the related parts cohere because of a conscious design or plan. The ordinary and natural meaning of "single scheme of criminal misconduct" therefore is a plan, plot, or design to commit a coherent set of related crimes. The single-plan interpretation of "single scheme of criminal misconduct" accurately embodies the statute's natural and ordinary meaning, by focusing on whether the alien planned the crimes and executed those crimes as the related parts of one systematic plan or plot.101
A Canon of Construction
In addition to the statute's natural meaning, a traditional canon of statutory construction supports finding that the single-scheme exception clearly embodies the single-plan test. The Supreme Court has established a customary rule on how to interpret deportation laws. The Court has held that courts should read deportation statutes quite narrowly and resolve all doubts in favor of the alien. The Court explained that deportation is a drastic measure and at times the equivalent of banishment or exile . . . . [S]ince the stakes are considerable for the individual, we will not assume that Congress meant to trench on his freedom beyond that which is required by the narrowest of several possible meanings of the words used.1os
This traditional rule of interpretation supports the single-plan test because that test reads the exception in the way most generous to aliens. The BIA's single-act test, on the other hand, least protects the interests of aliens by nearly reading the exception out of the statute -applying it only in the extremely rare circumstances when the alien's crimes result from a single physical act. Similarly the First Circuit's time-to-reflect test is generally less generous to aliens because it requires a very short time span between the crimes. The BIA, in fact, has criticized the single-plan test as being too generous to aliens because it "would allow for criminals to commit numerous similar crimes over a period of time, but still avoid deportability ... ,"109 The Supreme Court, however, has made clear 107. Similarly, the idea of a scheme in criminal law involves conscious design on the part of the criminal. See FED. R. C!uM. P. 8(a}, which permits separate offenses to be joined in a single trial so long as they occur pursuant to a common scheme). Otherwise, the Rule does not permit separate offenses to be joined out of concern that juries will cumulate evidence; see also WAYNER. LAFAVE & JEROLD H. ISRAEL, C!uMINAL PROCEDURE § 17.l(a) (2d ed. 1992) which discusses case law defining "common scheme". that immigration statutes should be interpreted wherever possible to avoid deportability. The single-plan test is thus consistent with the Supreme Court's interpretive presumption regarding the congressional intent embodied in the deportation laws.110 Some courts and the INS, however, have rejected the singleplan test by invoking the canon that requires avoiding statutory interpretations that lead to "absurd results." 1 11 These courts suggest that the single-plan test in practice would lead to "theoretical absurdities," such as permitting an alien who committed multiple robberies to avoid deportation simply by alleging that the robberies were all carried out pursuant to a prior plan. 112 The experiences of courts that have applied the single-plan test, however, belie this allegation of its possible absurd consequences. Although the singleplan test may be more generous to aliens than the BIA's test, it does not necessarily provide an effortless way for convicted aliens to avoid deportation. Single-plan courts have defined plan strictly to require a close relationship between the crimes, have required that evidence factually support an alien's contention of a single plan, and have allowed the INS to establish a presumption of no single plan where the facts show that such a plan is unlikely. [Vol. 93:1105 court explained that in some cases the government can meet its burden to show no single scheme merely by pointing to certain facts:
It may be that in some cases the proof of the commission of two crimes may by the very nature of the crimes themselves, or the time or circumstances of their commission, be reasonable, substantial and probative evidence that they did not arise out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct.114
In several cases, single-plan courts have upheld deportation orders despite an alien's contention that his crimes arose out of a single scheme. For example, in both Nason v. INS 11 S and LeonHemandez v. INS, 116 the courts held that the government had met its burden of proof in part due to the long time interval between the crimes, despite evidence regarding the similarity of the crimes and despite the aliens' contentions that the crimes were pursuant to a single plan. 117 Similarly, in Chanan Din Khan v. Barber,11s where the alien had been convicted of two counts of willfully evading income taxes for two consecutive years, the court held that because the alien had not produced sufficient evidence of a single scheme, his bare contention that there was a scheme was inadequate.
The single-plan test thus requires immigration judges and the BIA to look at all the circumstances surrounding the crimes and to make a factual :finding whether the crimes actually arose out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct. While such :findings are open to all the problems inherent in trying to determine what actually happened after the fact, such a test does not necessarily lead to "theoretical absurdities."
Nor have the courts applying the single-plan test hobbled INS enforcement efforts. Under the single-plan test, the INS clearly can institute deportation against aliens who commit crimes that appear prima facie unrelated or are separated by such a long time interval that it is unlikely that the crimes were part of a single plan. In these cases, the burden then effectively shifts to the defendant alien to produce some evidence of a plan, and the immigration judge can evaluate the credibility and persuasiveness of such evidence. 119 
B. Step Two Applied to the Single-Scheme Exception
Even though the single-plan test appears to capture the natural and ordinary meaning of the single-scheme exception, one could argue that the Immigration and Nationality Act does not express a clear congressional intent on this precise issue because the phrase is not defined by the statute, nor does the legislative history tell us how to define it. 120 A court taking this approach would then have to move on to Chevron's step two and defer to any reasonable BIA interpretation of this ambiguous language. This section argues, however, that courts should reject the BIA's single-act interpretation of the single-scheme exception as an unreasonable and impermissible interpretation of the immigration statute. Section III.B.1 compares the statutory text to the BIA's interpretation to conclude that the BIA's view is not "reasonable," because it embodies a highly strained reading of the statute and because the BIA has not provided any detailed reasoning to support such a strained reading. Section ill.B.2 then argues that the BIA's interpretation also does not merit judicial deference as a "permissible" reading of the statute.
Why the BIA's Reading is Unreasonable
The BIA's single-act interpretation of the single-scheme exception embodies a strained and insufficiently reasoned reading of the statute. First, the BIA's test belies the natural and ordinary meaning of the statutory text, focusing instead on whether the crimes are part of a single physical act. Even if scheme does not clearly mean plan, it surely does not mean act. 121 As the Ninth Circuit has explained: [T] his is not what the statute says. The Board of Immigration Appeals ... has applied the statute as if it read "single criminal act."
We must take the language of the statute as we find it. It says "not arising out of a single scheme of criminal misconduct"; it does not say "not arising out of a single criminal act." If such latter reading had been the intent of Congress they could have so declared. 122 Other courts have agreed. For example, the First Circuit reasoned that "to equate 'single scheme' with 'act' or 'transaction' may give insufficient scope to the statutory phrase, particularly if these words are narrowly construed. As other courts have noted, the Congress 120. This language is thus arguably ambiguous for the same reason that the language "stationary source" was ambiguous in Chevron. See also supra notes 76·85 and accompanying text (discussing the uncertainty over what qualifies as sufficiently ambiguous to trigger step two under Chevron.).
121. As discussed above, dictionaries and thesauri demonstrate that the plain and ordinary meaning of scheme is a "plan" or a "design" or a "system." See supra section III.A.1. None of these sources, however, equated the word scheme with the words act or episode. Although the Fifth and Tenth Circuits have held the BIA's single·act interpretation of the single·scheme exception to be reasonable, see supra notes 60·63 and accompanying text, neither provided rigorous analysis of the BIA's view, see supra note 68, and the Fifth Circuit later expressed doubt about the wisdom of its previous decision, see supra 
Why the BIA's Interpretation is Impermissible
Perhaps the most persuasive reason that courts have traditionally cited in deferring to an agency's interpretation of a statute is the presence of a highly complicated question calling on an agency's special expertise, 1 3° but this rationale for deference is inapplicable to the single-scheme exception. This attention to expertise reflects Congress's understandable desire to refer questions to the institution -whether a court or an agency -with the most competence to answer the question. But the definition of the single-scheme exception does not seem to call on the particular technical competence of the Board of Immigration Appeals. Rather, divining what Congress meant by "scheme" seems to fall more comfortably within the courts' specialized skills of both statutory construction and evaluating criminal behavior.
The other traditional deference factor most often cited by courts . as a reason to accord an agency deference -the longstanding and consistent character of an agency's view 1 31 -is similarly inapplicable to interpreting the single-scheme exception. This factor might seem to weigh in the BIA's favor because the Board has referred to the Adetiba test as its "historic approach."132 Nevertheless, an examination of the BIA case law reveals that the Board has actually interpreted the single-scheme exception in a variety of ways. 133 Although consistently rejecting the single-plan approach,134 the BIA has formulated its interpretation of "single scheme" in language of extraordinary diversity. The BIA has employed a variety of formulations to find that multiple crimes did not arise out of a single scheme, by focusing on such different factors as the unitary character of the alien's actions;13s the number of victims;136 the passage of time between crimes; 13 7 the necessity of the first crime as malting possible further crimes; 138 whether the crimes were motivated by the same impulse; 1 39 a "moral" characterization of the crimes; 140 and whether the crimes shared a specific objective.141 These diverse characterizations suggest much less the principled consistency of the BIA's view and much more the Board's desire to alter its reading of the statute to accommodate various factual circumstances. [Vol. 93:1105 CoNcLusmN: THE CASE FOR STEP Two This Note has argued that under the analysis of Chevron, courts should reject the BIA's interpretation of the single-scheme exception. It has provided two alternative arguments to support this conclusion -one at each of Chevron's two steps.142 Given that when the Supreme Court has rejected an agency's interpretation under Chevron, it has almost always done so at the first step of the analysis, 14 3 it would seem most in line with this precedent for courts to reject the BIA's test at Chevron's first step. Nevertheless, this Note concludes that rejecting the BIA's test at the second step is a preferable approach. 144 In this regard, it has provided a standard of judicial review for courts to apply at this second step derived from traditional judicial insights regarding when courts should defer to agency interpretations of statutes. This understanding of step two focuses on the underlying important questions of which institution 142. The necessity of providing both arguments is due to the uncertainty in when the Supreme Court's standards will find a statute to be sufficiently ambiguous to require a court to ignore what might seem to be the most plausible interpretation and move on to the analy· sis at step two. See supra notes 70-85 and accompanying text.
143. According to Professor Merrill's encyclopedic analyses, through the 1992 term, the Supreme Court clearly applied the Chevron framework to reject agency interpretations fourteen times. In all fourteen cases, it rejected the agency's view at step one by finding that the statute embodied a clear meaning that was different from the view adopted by the agency.
Merrill, Textualism, supra note 85, at 1034-38; Merrill, supra note 86, at 376-77. But see supra notes 91-94 and accompanying text (describing two recent cases where the Court apparently struck down agency interpretations at step two).
144. If a court rejects an agency's interpretation at Chevron's step two, it remains unclear whether the court should itself independently interpret the statute or remand to the agency for a new interpretation. Strong institutional arguments can be made in favor of a court independently construing a statute after it has rejected deference to an agency at step two.
First, if a court knows that it will have to remand, then the only way it will be able to interpret the statute itself is by finding sufficient clarity to satisfy Chevron's step one. Therefore, remand may give a court incentive to strain to find clarity at step one in order to adopt its own interpretation. Second, if courts independently interpret after rejecting an agency interpretation at step two, this provides an even stronger incentive for agencies to do a good job of interpreting the statute the first time around. Finally, such independent interpretation may be more efficient than a time-consuming remand. If a court were to interpret independently the single-scheme exception after rejecting the BIA's single-act test, the arguments provided in section III.A would support a single-plan test interpretation. Additionally, a court might elaborate on this test regarding how closely related the crimes need to be to satisfy the idea of coherence in the word scheme -for example, by requiring that all the crimes be necessary to accomplish one specific objective and that they be close in time and space.
Nevertheless the logic of Chevron seems to require a court to remand the interpretive question to the agency. If a court remanded the single-scheme exception to the BIA for a second chance to fill the policy gap in the statute, what would be a reasonable and permissible interpretation? This Note has concluded both that the single-act test is simply too strained a reading of the statutory text and that the single-plan test embodies a natural and ordinary meaning of the text. Thus the BIA could adopt a version of the single-plan test, perhaps as elaborated earlier. Whether or not the BIA could reasonably and permissibly formulate some other standard, such as the Fust Circuit's time-to-reflect test, should turn on how well-reasoned the BIA's new interpretation is and how far it stretches the statutory text.
is better suited to answer the interpretive question and whether Congress delegated interpretive authority to the agency.
Such an application of Chevron's step two is preferable to a Chevron that invariably rejects agency interpretations at step one, for three reasons. First, such a step-two analysis is the best way to allocate questions of statutory interpretation between institutions by comparing their · strengths and weaknesses. As Chevron observed, agencies are often better interpreters of statutes where they are more politically accountable and have greater expertise than courts. But agencies may be driven by political pressures to warp the meaning of statutes or by the pressures of a heavy administrative caseload to engage in cursory and inconsistent reasoning. Moreover, for some questions of statutory interpretation the agencies may not possess a comparative advantage in expertise over the courts. In such situations, courts should police the agency's reasoning and ensure that the agency's discretion is confined to the boundaries of meaning that Congress established in the statute.
Second, a focus on step two fosters a healthy institutional tension or dialogue between the judicial and administrative branches. Because courts always have the last word in interpreting statutes, the genius of Chevron was in requiring the courts presumptively to defer to an agency's interpretation that they otherwise would be under no requirement even to consider. But such a presumption should not be absolute. Rejecting agency interpretations at step two helpfully requires the courts to justify nondeference with good reasons -to explain why the court is a better interpreter of a particular statute in any given case. This understanding of Chevron's step two provides proper incentives both to the courts -requiring them to defer to agency interpretations unless they can articulate a good reason not to -and to the agencies, letting them know that courts will defer to their interpretations only if they engage in detailed and reasoned analysis and do not stretch the statute's text to~ far beyond its ordinary meaning.
Finally, by requiring legitimate reasons for courts to reject agency interpretations even where a statute is arguably ambiguous, this understanding of step two avoids a disingenuous and perplexing debate about whether a statute is sufficiently clear. Although the clarity of congressional intent is surely one good reason to reject unacceptable agency interpretations, it does not provide helpful guidance as to which is the better institution to interpret statutes that are not crystal clear. This Note concludes that Chevron's step two provides an effective way for courts to take up their traditional historical role of policing agency action. Such a role offers the best allocation of authority among institutions: agencies would have flexibility to make policy choices that would be presumptively valid,
